
‘How To Build Teams Effectively’ guide

SS: Hello, I am Stephen Sharp and I’m speaking with Anne Ellis, Director of Psychology at 
PeopleMaps for the next in our series of ‘how to’ guides that will help you to manage the 
business issues that may be keeping you awake at night.

For this guide we’ll be looking at How To Build Effective Teams. Often a challenging area for 
managers but Anne will explain how to identify, understand and use the very traits that may 
appear to be pulling teams apart to bind the team together instead.

SS: Hello Anne

AE: Hello Stephen

SS: Anne if we could start by outlining the main areas that we’ll cover in this guide:

AE: Certainly. 

 Firstly we will identify some of the issues that often arise when building teams.
 Then look at why do these issues occur? 
 Where should you start when faced with creating a team for a project?
 What information is readily available to help you build your team?
 And how to build a team so effective that it doesn’t even need a team leader.

SS: Thank you Anne. So if we could start with the issues that I’m sure many people can 
already identify for themselves. 

AE: I think the first issue that people face is that they tend to inherit teams rather than be able 
to create them from scratch, though either scenario will potentially present the same 
problems. 

There will be instances of people competing against one another, or unable to communicate 
effectively. Others will not be happy with or committed to their role or task in the team, all of 
which undermines greatly the effectiveness of the team and its ability to complete the project. 
And this friction and possible antagonism is then dumped on the team manager’s desk to sort 
out, something which they may or may not be up to the task of doing.

However, there are tried and tested techniques for avoiding this scenario entirely. The key is 
to ‘understand the reasons why’ it happens, I cannot emphasise enough how important it is 
for people to step back and look at the resources you have in people, not just their technical 
abilities but as individuals and to apply them to the tasks that will suit them. 

The first step is to look at the objectives that the team members will have to achieve. 
Breakdown the project into its component parts and identify what ‘type’ of person would be 
best suited to each task? 

For example, if a company was preparing for a large number of redundancies being made 
there are many work streams involved in delivering this unfortunate circumstance and 
minimising the impact not only to those leaving, but to those staying as well as the company’s 
brand value.

There will be a requirement for a certain number of task focussed people who will be able to 
set aside the emotional aspects and ensure that the task is completed on time and as 
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instructed. However, they may not be the best people to deal with the issues relating to those 
workers who are leaving or indeed motivating those who are staying. So this team should also 
have a balance of caring and motivational people involved to deliver those aspects.

SS: But is it not this mix of types and imbalances that could cause the issues you raised 
before?

AE: Actually, it’s quite the opposite. If there are too many similar types, they are more likely to 
compete with one another than gel as a team. It would be more like war!

SS: So how does someone building a team identify the types required and who to choose to 
fill the role?

AE: Well, this brings me onto where to find the information and how to use it to build an 
effective team. Using personality profiling techniques used to be an expensive and lengthy 
business but today’s technology can deliver profiling reports on individuals within minutes for 
the price of a lunch. I am going to discuss the PeopleMaps profiler of course and how people 
building teams can use it.

If you are not familiar with it already, every PeopleMaps profile comes with ‘map’ of the 
personality ‘island’ where north to south is moving from a task to a feeling bias, and east to 
west is moving from extraversion to introversion. 

Everyone has a location on that map depending on their personal preferences of how they 
like to operate. If you associate a task or role in the team with a location on the map then 
selecting the people who are located there will bring the right ones in for the tasks. 

Obviously as there will be a requirement for a mix of types of people there could still be 
friction in the team. However, that brings me back to what I said earlier - it is vital that every 
member of the team also ‘understands the reasons why’.

By sharing the information on each person’s types within the team, people will understand 
where their strengths lie, but also where different strengths are required for other tasks and 
why they not suited to them but others are. Armed with that knowledge everyone recognises 
why they do the things they do and respects the positions of others who have different 
strengths. It provides the team with the dynamic of cooperation not competition or 
confrontation. 

Coming back to my example of the redundancy project, the task people will then be aware of 
why the people whose preference is to be motivational to others are in those roles and the 
part it plays in the overall success of the project.

SS: Can I take you back a step to a question that has occurred to me. Who is best suited to 
identify the types required for the project team for it to be a success? 

AE: People working in HR departments are very able to work on that, but it could also be 
done by someone who understands that there are various ‘types’ and how they are identified. 
This information is on the PeopleMaps web site plus it becomes much clearer when you have 
created and read your own profile.

SS: Thanks Anne. You were talking about how to build the team by taking into account 
people’s natural preferences when allocating tasks and roles but it occurs to me that there will 
times when people who don’t have a large pool of candidates to select from, what if they end 
up with mostly ‘Task’ people? 

AE: This is obviously a very common problem for smaller organisations; however people are 
not exclusively one thing. For example in a group of six ‘task’ people there will always be 
those who are a bit more introverted or extroverted, or moving more towards feeling. These 
may only be slight differences but it is possible to allocate someone who is nearest to the 
ideal location from a group and have a greater likelihood of success.   
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SS: So people can’t change to suit?

AE: No, people cannot change easily but most people can do things which are not their 
natural preference, but there is a cost to be aware of. It is unlikely that they can do it for 
sustained periods of time and they are likely to be less productive in that role unlike those 
who are in the roles that suit them.

For example, if you naturally prefer to write with your right hand and something happened 
which meant you could no longer use it you would learn to write with your left hand but you 
would never be as fluid or able as you were with your natural preference.

If there is an extreme deficit in an essential type it may be something the company could look 
at outsourcing. For example if there was a requirement for a very analytical task person, 
perhaps to make sure that everything complies fully to the law, then if there is no one close to 
that then it may be an option. Incidentally, that type of person would be located in the very 
North East of the island.

SS: I understand. So now we have our team of people who are - depending on availability - in 
the right roles, working productively and succeeding at the tasks set, is this what you meant 
when you said that effective teams do not require a team leader?

AE: Almost. A well balanced team does not require what you would traditional view as the role 
of a leader, but it will need a facilitator who understands the dynamics of the team. For 
example, in the area of communication among the team members there will be a range of 
preferences that the facilitator can help to accommodate to keep things on track.

By knowing the make up of the team they will know that task focussed people do not want to 
spend time in meetings or answering long emails, they need to get on and get the job done. 
They will also know that others in the team will prefer to meet and discuss things in depth 
before they are comfortable with proceeding.

It would be their role to meet all these preferences where feasible. For example in team 
meetings, they can structure them so that the task people get the information and feedback 
they need at the start of the meeting and then be allowed to leave while business which does 
not affect them is kept for after they have gone.

And as everyone ‘understands the reasons why’ this is happening there will be no ill feeling or 
misunderstanding as to why this approach is being taken. 

SS: But what about simpler communications like team wide update emails? 

AE: Well, depending on the make up of the team, the facilitator may have to send a number of 
different formats of the same information. Quick bulleted ones for some, lengthy detailed 
reports for others or an offer to meet for lunch to those that prefer to have a chat when 
gathering information. It is an involved task but by understanding and accommodating the 
natural preferences of the team members it smoothes communications.

SS: And where would the facilitator be located on the island? 

AE: In the South West with the predominance for caring and listening.

SS: Thanks Anne. And that is the end of our guide on How to Build Teams Effectively. Thank 
you for listening and please don’t forget to check out the rest of our ‘How To’ guides from 
PeopleMaps. 
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